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Generalized op-amp model 
simplifies analysis of 

complex feedback schemes 
Jerdd Graeme, Burr-Brown Corp 

When attempting to find a path through a for
est of complex op-amp feedback arrangements, 
you can lose your way amidst all the branches 
on the trees. Consolidating the branches Into 
standard blocks for a generalized op-amp model 
can help you forge a simple analysts path. 

Feedback configurations for op amps having multiple 
inputs can be as convoluted as a labyrinth. Many com
plex feedback schemes don't conform to simple models 
and often pose difficult analysis challenges. A general
ized op-amp model based on voltage-divider ratios can 
standardize analysis to cover a variety of feedback and 
input configurations. By making your circuit conform 
to this model, you can systematically determine its 
gain, bandwidth, frequency stability , and errors. Three 
cil'cuits that illustrate the model's utility are a modified 
difference amplifier, an op amp with a multiplier in its 
feedback loop, and an op amp with a multiplier in its 

e, 0: 

e, -ll -
e2 o:. 

e2-e, a.= n_ 
e,= e2 (t..- n_ 

Fig 1- A generalized model consolidates and directs oil feedback 
and feedforword elements for a dual-input op amp towards a 
single summing junction. 

feedforward path-a voltage-controlled lowpass filter. 
Fig I shows the generalized model. The model repr·e- . 

sents the op amp and all possible feedback and input 
connections to it. It consolidates the sum and difference 
operations associated with the op amp's two inputs, 
e11 and e12, into a single summing junction, L. (Note 
that the net op-amp input is e1.) Composite elements 
for positive and negative feedback are consolidated in 
blocks !3 + and J3., respectively. Similarly, the composite 
elements t hat represent the attenuation for positive 
and negative inputs to the op amp are consolidated in 
blocks a+ and a.. Block A represents the idealized op 
amp's gain, and e0 is the op amp's outpllt. 

The closed-loop gain <AcL) of the generalized model is 

An =~= ex/ ~ = Ani (1) 
e 1 1 + l /A!3 1 + 1/A~ 

where 13 = 13. -13+ and ki'he ~et ;!dunt of feedback 
for lhe model, and a~d- is the net feedforward attenu
ation for the inputs to the op amp (see table in Fig 1). 
The numerator a/13 is the ideal closed-loop gain (AcLJ 
when the open-loop gain (Af3) is much larger than 1. 
The denominatot· of the equation, 1 + l/Af3, is an ex
pression that lets you determine the circuit's closed
loop bandwidth. 

The model's closed-loop bandwidth is BW = ~fc, 
where fc is the unity-gain crossover frequency of the 
op amp's forward gain (A). The generalized model lets 
you determine the gain for any et-ror signals present 
at the op amp's input terminals. All op amps amplify 
these error signals by a gain of 

A _ liP 
,.~,,. - I+ 1/AP 
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You can apply this closed-loop error gain to any of the 
op amp's error signals, such as the input-offset voltage, 
input-noise voltage, and common-mode-rejection voltage. 

The Fig 1 model can accommodate one input to the 
op amp's positive input via the o: + block and one input 
to the negative input via the <X. block. For multiple 
inputs, you mu:::t add o: blocks. You determine the 
transfer function for each <X block using superposition 
principles. 

To illustrate the utility of the generalized model, 
we'll analyze some op-amp circuits having complex 
feedback and input configurations. Fig 2a depicts a 
configuration where the gain of an added op amp (IC2) 

modifies the feedback of difference amplifier IC1• With
out the added op amp, the equal-valued resistors (R ) 
set the difference-amplifier gain to 1. The fixed resistor 
values maximize the common-mode rejection ratio, and 

... factory adjustments can trim the resistor ratios to 
within 0.002%. 

IC2 lets you change the circuit gain without affecting 
the difference amplifier's common-mode rejection ratio. 
You could analyze this circuit using A, o:, [3, and ~ 
blocks for each amplifier. Using the generalized model, 
ho\vever, you can simplify analysis by including rc~ 
in the f3 ., feedback path for IC1• The fraction of the 
output voltage (e0 ) fed back to IC1's noninverting input 
is 13. = - 1hR21R1• Because there is no feedback to IC1's 
inverting input, fL= 0. The net feedback factor is 
13 = 13--13+ = Rt 2R,. 

The equal values for the resistors surrounding the 
difference amplifier determine <X. = a .. =%. In addition, 
the differential input signal is e1 = e12 - eu. Substituting 
eh o:, and 13 into the equation ACLi = eofe1 = a/13 yields 

----------------· I I 

6 11 : A R 1 

10k 

(a) 

where e01 is the ideal output signal. For the resistor 
values in Fig 2a, the addition of op amp IC2 modifies 
the difference amplifier's ideal closed-loop gain (Acu) 
from 1 to 10. 

You can analyze the circuit's frequency stability by 
examining the frequency-response curves for IC1's 
open-loop gain, I A1 I , and t he inverse of the net feed
back factor, 11[3, (Fig 2b). The two curves intersect 
at ft·equency BW. For Fig ~b, t:he rate of closure- t he 
difference in the slopes of the l A1 I and 1/f3 curves 
where they intersect--is 20 dB/decade. This rate im
plies a 90° phase margin and excellent overall fre
quency stability. 

The unity-gain crossover frequency for IC2 is fu. 
and IC2's net feedback factor is 132 = R1/(R1 + R2). The 
rise in the circuit's 1ff3 curve at f32fc2 shows the effect 
of IC2's closed-loop bandwidth on stability. When 
f)2fc22:l0BW, the rise in the 1/13 curve has negligible 
effect on stability. The typical crossover frequencies 
for the INA105 (1C1) and OPA627 (IC2) amplifiers are 
2 anrl 16 MHz, respectively. Using 13 = 0.05 and 
[32 =0.91, BW =f3fc1 == 100 kHz, and [32fc2 = 14.6 MHz. 
The effect of I~'s closed-loop bandwidth on stability 
is negligible. 

Two op amps can be better than one 
You can also readily analyze the composite amplifier 

combination in Fil' 3a using the generalized model. 
In this example, AcL2 = (1 + R4/Ra) is the closed-loop 
gain of IC2, and A1 is the open-loop gain of IC1• The 
second amplifier modifies gain-block A of the general
ized model so that A= A1Acu· The t ransfer function 
fot· the A block has two poles <Fig 3b). One pole is 
due to the dominant pole for amplifier IC1; the other 
pole is due to the closed-loop response of IC2-

BW2== [32fc2. For frequency stability, the BW2 pole must 

GAIN 
(log IAIJ 

oL-----------------~----~---

(b) 
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Fig 2-This modified difference amplifier (a) employs an op amp In the feedback to Increase the gain wlthovt aHeding common-mode a seco 
rejedlon. For stability, the 1/(l and IAI gain curves should Intersect at a rate of dosure of 20 dB/decode (b). stabili' 
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and the device can be replaced with a short circuit. 
Because the intercept point varies, you must pay close 
attention to the rate of closure of the two curves over 
the entire control-voltage range. 

A pole in the multiplier's frequency response causes 
the 1/~ curve to rise, as Fig 4b shows. To maintain 
circuit stability, the op amp must have a dominant 
pole so the moving intercept point always occurs on 
the flat portion of the 1113 curve. The OPA 77 op amp's 
0.6-MHz bandwidth and the MPY634 multiplier's 16-
MHz bandwidth make the devices good choices to en
sure the circuit's frequency stability. For the compo
nent values in Fig 4a, 13 varies from 0.00091 to 0.091 
as ec varies from O.lV to lOV. The circuit bandwidth 
changes proportionally from 550 Hz to 55 kHz. 

To use the generalized model for circuits having mul
tiple inputs to the op amp, you must apply superposi
tion principles. Fig 5a shows an example where three 
input signals connect to the inverting input of an op 
amp through different networks. Figs 5b and 5c show 
redrawn versions of the circuit that let you use super
position to determine a and ~. respectively, for the 
generalized model. To determine 13, use e0 as a signal 
source, and set all of the input sources to ground. 
Under these conditions, the net feedback factor is 

~ _ R,[[R2iiRa 
- R,I!Rt~R,, + Rf. 

For the resistor values in Fig 5a, f3 = 0. 009. 
To determine cx for a particular input, set all of the 

signal sources except the input under consideration to 
ground. To determine a 1 for input-source e19 calculate 
the voltage divider to the op amp's inverting input 
when e2, e3, and e0 are set at ground: 

R.,~Rt!IR:: 
0:1 = R~- IIR211R,: + Rl 

1k 

(b) 

For the resistor values in Fig Sa, cx1 = 0. 9. Using the 
same approach to calculate the as for the input sources 
at e 2 and e3 yields a 2 = 0.09 and a 8 = 0.009. 

Although the attenuation (a) block for each input 
source is different, the circuit's bandwidth and stability 
considerations are the same for all input sources. The 
reason is that the denominator for AcL in Eq 1, which 
is I + l/AI3, is the same for all input sources and doesn't 
depend on a. The circuit'f ba~dwidth is BW = ~fc for 
all input sources. 

Increasing the number of op-amp inputs constricts 
the bandwidth of the circuit, however. For the Fig 5 
example, if e3 is the only input source, the net feedback 
factor is 13 = Raf(R3 + R •• ) = 100 kfl/(100 kO + 100 kn) 
= 0. 5. The OPAlll has a unity-gain cross-over fre
quency (fc) of 2 MHz, so the circuit bandwidth is 
BW = 0.5 x 2 MHz = 1 MHz. The addition of the other 
two input sources to the ci1·cuit reduces the net feed
back factor to ~ = 0.009. Therefore, the added input 
sources decrease the circuit bandwidth to 18 kHz-a 
factor of 55. 

The different a blocks determine different ideal 
closed-loop gains for each input source. The ideal 
closed-loop gain expression is Acu =a/~. Therefore, the 
ideal closed-loop gain for the input sources at e1, e2, 

and e3 are - 100, -10, and -1, respectively. However, 
the closed-loop bandwidth is still 18 kHz for all three 
input sources. 

Finally, look at an op-amp configuration that em
ploys multiple feedback paths. Fig 6 depicts a circuit 
that has feedback from the op amp's output and from 
the output of an added multiplier. The multiplier is a 
gain block in series with the circuit's forward gain 
path and alters the net forward gain as well as the net 
feedback factor. The multiplier and the resistor feed
back convert the circuit from an integrator to a voltage
controlled lowpass filter. 

The multiplier's transfer function is XY/10. When 

(C) 

fig S-To determine p and a for op·an~p conf1gunrtlons having multiple lnp•ts (a), you must apply superposition prl•dples. Tilt rednJw• 
models let you determine P (b) and a (c) using parallel equlvatent resistors for tlte respedlvt voltage dlvlders. 
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100k 

e, A, c 

10k 

fig 6-Addlng a multiplier In the fMdforward path dtowges o 
bosk Integrator drcuit Into a voltage-controlled lowpass filter. 
This circuit shows how you can use the generalited model to 
analyze an op-amp configuration that employs multiple feedback 
paths. 

control-voltage ec is lOV, the multiplier acts as a short 
circuit. Under this condition, resistor R2 and capacitor 
C feedback produce a standard lowpass filter having 
a pole frequency, fv, at l/21TR2C. When ec is less than 
lOV, the attenuation to the voltage at pin X on the 
multiplier is ed lO. The attenuation r educes the voltage 
driving R2, which in turn reduces the current feedback 
to the op amp's summing junction. The effect is the 
same as increasing R2's value to 10R2/ec. The increase 

in the effective resistance changes the lowpass-filter 
pole frequency to ec/201TR2C. 

To analyze this circuit's performance using Eq l for 
the generalized model, you must determine Ac1.;, A, 
and ~- At very low frequencies, the closed-loop gain 
is - R~Rlt because the capacitor has no effect. At 
higher frequencies, the voltage-controlled corner fre
quency determines the closed-loop roll-off. Therefore, 
the closed-loop gain is 

Both the op amp and the multiplier determine the 
forwar·d gain of the model, so A= A1ed l0. The net 
feedback factor , 13. depends on two feedback paths. Fig 
7a depicts the feedback model for the Fig 6 circuit. 
The 13c and 13R blocks represent the feedback to the 
op amp's inverting input through the capacitor and 
resistor (R2), respectively. The net feedback factor is 

P=(lOi ec>Pr+PR· 

The voltage fed back through the capacitor precedes 
the attenuation caused by the multiplier. Therefore, 
l3c ia magnified by 10/ec, because the voUap at the 
multiplier's input is (10/ec)e0• ,.. '7h 8tMWi'· the lip · 
and I A I curves for the Fia 6 circuit. The dashed 
curves show how the two curves change with variations 
in ec. The 1/13 and I A I curves move up and down 

GAIN 
(Log !All 

L..-----f ~R t-----' 
(a) 

(b) 

ttg 7-TIIe block diagram for the voltage·tontroled lowposs filter reveals the tnUitlpller's eHett on rile fttdfOfward and feedback potbs 
(a). When analy1ing the drcult's stability, you must consider the variations ln the IAl and 1/Jl curves over tbe entire tolttrol-voltage 
range (b). 
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Trust Us with Your Eggs 

Everyone rem<'fh
6 

adage about th~ r,· <'rs t~ 
Sk 'IC 

all of one's e""s . o;Pur,· 
• <>c> If) lllg 

haske1. That i.~ " single 
·'JI!c d . 

c~pe.:ially in the utob a Vfce. 
d · h · ., al age of 

to ayw_n u sever:changingopp-
orrumtJCS and hidden pitfalls. 
Yet this bit of wisdom is not 

much help in deciding where to 

put those egg~. 

For !hat, rou should ask the ex

pens. and they'll tell you that 

the Republic o f China on 

Taiwan is a safe bet for offshors 

in\'estmcnt. In a recent survey 

by Business Environment Risk 
Intelligence (BERI), the ROC 

had one of the lowest risk 

ratings for invesrmcnr o f any 

country in the world, and rank

ed second only to Japan as the 

safest place in Asia. That 

means you can pursue your 

business goals in the ROC in a 

trouble-free environment, no 

matte r whet her you are a 
manufacture r using leading 

edge technologies o r an ex

porter of fashion blue jeans. 

Located in the center of the 

Pacific Rim, the ROC will pm 

you in the heart of Asia, cnabl-

.,_c the country's 

\ 0 ·i·'\' <3.\. commerc:ial 
ing )'~~e cu\\u{ . ~\inks with 
exten~l\ u\'1\cat\on 
and co~""' d south to source 
the north an rnponcnt$ from 
high-tc'h co 
s.uch neighbo~ as Japan and 
Korea and raw materials fro m 
the Philippines and Indonesia. 

Further. you will enjoy the 

benefits of investing in one of 

Asia's strongest economies, 

now bolstered by a US$300 

b il lion S i.x-Year Natio n a l 

Development Plan and by in
dustria l programs that will take 

the country's industria l in

fra structure into the 21st 
century. 

So where should you put your 

eggs? The answer is the ROC. 

For more information, contact 

the IDIC office nearest you. 
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together, so the intercept point and corresponding 
bandwidth r emain fixed. The rise in the 11~ curve at 
high frequencies is due t o the bandwidth of the multi
plier and determines the rate of closure fot the two 
curves. 

The circuit demonstrates a condition not usually 
found in op-amp configurations. When t he multiplier 
provides attenuation, the feedback is greater than 1 
at high frequencies. Generaliy, the feedback cannot 
exceed 1, but in this case the multiplie1· attenuation 
causes a signal larger than the e0 output signal to 
feedback through the capacitor. Therefore, the 11~ 
curve drops below the unity-gain axis. The circuit l '(·· 
mains stable, however, because the inte1·cept point i:;; 
fixed. 

The shape of the 1113 curves indicate the frequencies 
at \Vhich either of the two feedback paths dominate. 
Feedback is primarily through the !3R block in the flat 
p<ll-tion of the 1113 curve labeled 1 + R:!R1• Feedback 
through the 13c block begins at the pole located at 
f P = 20'71' R2C and causes the slope of 1/13 curve to de
ct·ease at 6 dB/octave. Feedback is primarily through 
the f3c block in the flat portion of the l /f3 curve labeled 
ec/10. The curve before this flat portion levels off at 
the zero located at f:r. = l /2n (R1 II R2)C, where R 1 II R2 

is the equivalent parallel resist<mce of R1 and ~. lli!D 
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